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Welcome

Address from the President

Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to the 2015 RC21 Conference in Urbino.

Cities have been planned and projected for centuries. Long before that, the daily practices of their inhabitants and the social, economic and political processes around them had continuously built, transformed and resignified cities. After all, throughout history, people have always conceived and produced their spaces, and cities were (and still are) the ever-contingent result of historical heritages, imaginations, social and political practices, plans and projects.

Urban studies have continuously aspired to better understand the multiple and complex connections between imagined and lived cities, between context/legacies and plans, between urban projects and the daily social practices that together continuously rebuild the cities we live in and imprint in us the unique experiences of urban life. During the following days, plenaries and sessions will untangle those relationships through detailed discussions not only on classical urban themes such as social justice, conflicts, welfare, planning, housing, informality in daily practices and policies, but also focusing on recent debates on governance, diversity, smart cities, sustainability and climate change, among others.

In the next three days, we will have the privilege of developing those discussions in Urbino, the wonderful city that has been rooted in the plans and aesthetic discussions of urbanism since the Renaissance. Let’s be inspired by this scenario and make this a very fruitful and enjoyable ISA RC21 conference.

Good work to all of us.

Eduardo Marques
RC21 President
Welcome from the Organizing Committee

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

a warm welcome to Urbino (Italy), to the University of Urbino Carlo Bo and to the Department of Economy, Society and Politics! We hope you will find this conference rich and stimulating.

We spent a great effort in building a programme where plenaries and parallel sessions provide plural views of the fact that - in the wake of globalization and State rescaling – cities are regaining relevance as social laboratories for new and innovative practices of social inclusion and participation. Cities are becoming again and more than ever a project. Policy-makers, planners, inhabitants and mobile people build representations and idealizations that make a big part of the allure of urban life.

The Ideal City between Myth and Reality is the topic of this conference. Indeed, cities are imagined, made and remade “by design”. This has long tradition: from the grids of Roman cities to contemporary capitals like Brasilia, from urban lives in the Renaissance to the Futurist vertical dreams; from, the 19th century garden cities to the current hype for smart cities.

All “cities on paper” have to cope with the complexity and unpredictability of everyday life. Cities are embedded in social, economic and political contexts. This conference is interested in unveiling this complexity. By questioning utopian and ideal visions of the city, it aims at putting them in perspective considering actual agency and current structural changes.

How does socio-economic change affect cities and their ideal “diverse” visions? How do poverty and inequalities challenge ideal views of a just city? How are ideal cities contrasting real cities affected by segregation and social exclusion practices? Do different ideals coexist? Does the crisis affect our urban projects? In which direction? Who wins who loses? How do visions and ideals differ across the globe and how are they questioned by increasingly similar challenges? Sessions address these questions.

We hope that the context within which this conference takes place – the historical centre of a well preserved capital of the Italian Renaissance – will be inspiring to you. We wish you a great time in Urbino and its lovely surroundings. Thanks for coming, and enjoy our conference!

Yuri Kazepov and Eduardo Barberis
Local Organizing Committee
**Plenary Speakers**

**David Harvey**

“The urbanization of our discontents”  
Aula Magna - August 27th 14:30/16:00

David Harvey is a Distinguished Professor of Anthropology & Geography at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) and author of numerous books. Among his most influential works: Social Justice in the City (1973, 2009); The Limits to Capital (1982, 2007); The Condition of Postmodernity (1989); Spaces of Hope (2000); Spaces of Capital (2001) and most recently Rebel Cities (2012). Based in the field of geography, Harvey has had a profound influence on fields across the social sciences and humanities. His interests span from geography and social theory to urban political economy; from architecture and urban planning to Marxism; from environmental philosophies; to social justice and utopianism.

**Ayse Caglar and Nina Glick Schiller**

“Migrants between myth and reality: Displacement, dispossession and city making” - IJURR Lecture  
Aula Magna - August 28th 11:30/12:30

Ayse Caglar is Professor of Social and Cultural Anthropology, Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Vienna from 2011. Previously, she was Research group director at Max Planck Institute for the Study of Multiethnic and Multireligious Societies (Göttingen, Germany) and Professor at the Central European University, Budapest. Based in the fields of Sociology and Anthropology, she has been particularly active in research on globalization and transnationalization processes; transformations of nation states; migration and the relationship between migration and neoliberal urban restructuring. Her current research focusses on migrants, urban reinvention and cultural industries. Among her most influential works, the coedited book (with Nina Glick Schiller) Locating migration (2011).

**Raquel Rolnik**

“From the ideal city to urban warfare: the colonization of housing and urban land by global finance”  
Aula Magna - August 28th 15:30/16:30

Raquel Rolnik is a Professor at the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo where she teaches on urban planning, housing policies and urban issues. She is also the coordinator of LabCidade, a research center on the right to city. She has over 30 years of practical experience in planning, urban land management and housing policies. She has advised national and local governments on urban policy reform as well as acted as a consultant for countries and international cooperation agencies. She is the author of several books and articles on urban issues in academic journals as well as in the media, in radio, TV and newspapers. In 2008 she was appointed by the UN Human Rights council as Special Rapporteur on adequate housing, mandate held until May 2014.

**Susan Fainstein and Peter Marcuse**

“Is the ideal city also just?”  
Room C1 - August 29th 11:30/12:30

Susan S. Fainstein is a Senior Research Fellow in the Harvard Graduate School of Design. She has also been a Professor of planning in the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation at Columbia University and of planning at Rutgers University. Her research interests include planning theory, urban theory, urban redevelopment, and comparative urban policy focusing on the United States, Europe, and East Asia. Among her most influential works, The Just City (2010); The City Builders (1994); Restructuring the City (1986). She has co-edited volumes on urban tourism – The Tourist City (1999) and Cities and Visitors (2003); planning theory – Readings in Planning Theory (2003); urban theory – Readings in Urban Theory (1996), and gender – Gender and Planning (2005).

Peter Marcuse, a planner and lawyer, is Professor Emeritus of Urban Planning at Columbia University in New York City. He has also been Professor of Urban Planning at UCLA and extensively around the world (West and East Germany, Australia, South Africa, Canada, Austria, Spain, Canada, and Brazil). His fields of research include city planning, housing, the use of public space, the right to the city, social justice in the city, globalization, and urban history, with some focus on New York City. He has written extensively in both professional journals and the popular press. Among his most relevant works: Missing Marx (1991) and coedited books like Globalizing Cities (2000), Of States and Cities (2002), Searching for the Just City (2009), Cities for People Not for Profit (2011).
Thursday 27th August 2015

9:30 - 14:00 Registration

14:00 - 14:30 Welcome
   Eduardo Marques (ISA-RC21 President), Yuri Kazepov (Chair RC21 Urbino Committee), Vilberto Stocchi (Rector), Representative of the Municipality

14:30 - 16:00 Opening Plenary David Harvey “The urbanization of our discontents” – Aula Magna

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee break

16:30 - 18:30 Sessions
   A1(1) Room @ ISIA
   A2(1) Room D1
   C1(1) Room C2
   D1(1) Room B2
   E4(1) Room D3
   E6 Room C4
   E8(1) Room Cinema
   E9(1) Room D4
   G2(1) Room D2
   G5(2) Room B2
   H3(1) Room C1
   I2 Room D5

Special Session
   Author meets critics / 1 “A. Harding, T. Blokland (2014), Urban Theory. A critical introduction to power, cities and urbanism in the 21st century, Sage.” Discussant: Adrian Favell – Room Sala Lauree

19:00 - 20:30 Welcome drink – Venue: Data

Friday 28th August 2015

9:00 - 11:00 Sessions
   A1(2) Room @ ISIA
   A2(2) Room D1
   C1(2) Room C2
   D3(1) Room B2
   D4(1) Room B1
   E4(2) Room D3
   E6 Room C4
   E8(2) Room Cinema
   E9(2) Room D4
   G2(2) Room D2
   G5(2) Room B2
   H3(2) Room C1

Special Session
   Author meets critics / 2 “A. Andreotti, P. Le Galès, F.J. Moreno-Fuentes (2014), Globalised minds, roots in the city: Urban upper-middle classes in Europe. Wiley-Blackwell” Discussants: Claire Colomb, Jan Willem Duyvenduk, Paolo Perulli, Chair: Adrian Favell – Room Sala Lauree

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee Break – Level A

11:30 - 12:30 IJURR Lecture Ayse Caglar and Nina Glick Schiller “Migrants between myth and reality: Displacement, dispossession and city making” – Aula Magna

12:30 - 13:00 Lunch Break

13:30 - 15:30 Sessions
   B1(1) Room @ ISIA
   B2(1) Room D1
   C2(1) Room Cinema
   D3(2) Room B2
   E2 Room C4
   E4(3) Room D3
   E7 Room D4
   F1(1) Room D2
   G1 Room C5
   G4 Room B1
   H3(3) Room C1

Special Session

15:30 - 16:30 Plenary Lecture. Raquel Rolnik “From the ideal city to urban warfare: the colonization of housing and urban land by global finance” – Aula Magna

16:30 - 17:00 Coffee Break

17:00 - 19:00 Sessions
   A3(1) Room D3
   B1(2) Room @ ISIA
   B2(2) Room D1
   C2(2) Room Cinema
   D2 Room C2
   E1 Room C5
   E3(1) Room D4
   E5 Room C4
   E10(1) Room B2
   F1(2) Room D2
   F2(1) Room D5
   G5(1) Room B1
   I1(1) Room C1

19:30 Conference dinner – Venue: ISIA

Saturday 29th August 2015

9:00 - 11:00 Sessions
   A3(2) Room D3
   A4(2) Room D3
   A5(2) Room D3
   C2(3) Room Cinema
   D1(1) Room C5
   D3 Room C2
   E3(2) Room D4
   E10(2) Room B2
   E11 Room C4
   F1(3) Room D2
   F2(2) Room D5
   G3 Room B1
   I1(2) Room C1

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:30 Plenary Closing Session. Susan Fainstein and Peter Marcuse “Is the ideal city also just?” Chair: John Logan – Room C1

12:30 - 13:00 Closing remarks and announcements – Room C1

15:00 - 17:00 Cultural programme
Sessions

A1 Smart cities: putting the social into urban innovation
A2 What cities are more just than most?
A3 Cities and the welfare for all. Is reconciling local responsibility and universalistic access an ideal-city utopia?

B1 Investigating urban image making: actors processes and tactics
B2 Public Space in the Ideal City. Ambiguous Imaginaries
C1 The Politics of Land: Urban Planning and Conflict in the Global North and South
C2 Planning and self-organizing citizens: understanding the position of planners and knowledge in times of new urbanisms
C3 Contesting Adaptive Planning: Climate Change Urban Adaptation and Implementation Complexities in the Global Urban South and North

D1 Reshaping large housing projects: the production of spaces
D2 Urban Informality and the daily control of social life
D3 Informal practices to get things done: inclusionary and exclusionary effects
D4 Intervening in irregular settlements: between changes and continuity
D5 What’s happening in Utopia? Revisiting “new suburban communities”

E1 Networks and encounters in contested spaces
E2 Re-making the ‘ideal city’ through education: institutional interventions and parental practices in urban schools
E3 The Making and Unmaking of Urban Closures: Scrutinizing the ‘Purified’ City
E4 Changing Landscapes of leisure and consumption
E5 Immigrants and the domesticization of public spaces in Europe
E6 Transgressing dividing lines: making and unmaking urban grids
E7 A comparative view on the squatting of houses and social centres
E8 Contested cities and crisis regime: practices discourses and representations of housing
E9 Multiculture place and the everyday
E10 Contested cities insurgent practices and new democratic openings
E11 The Politics of Race in the Gentrification Process
F1 (Re-)making Cities: the politics of scale in mega-projects in Asia and beyond
F2 The 21st Century Urban Housing Crisis and its Discontents
G1 Technologies of security: building safe clean and beautiful urban spaces
G2 Urban governance and housing policies in the Global South
G3 The construction of diversity at the local level
G4 Urban Governance: international perspective on processes and results
G5 Governing Metropolitan Cities
H1 Understanding Health and Wellbeing Linkages in Urban Systems
H3 The Challenge of Diversity: Does Urban diversity Contribute to the Ideal City?
I1 Reframing urban regions through comparative urbanism
I2 Urban Studies and the Challenge of Travelling Concepts and Comparative Methods
**A1.1 Smart Participation**  
Room @ISIA - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chair: Carolin Schröder  
* (Center for Technology & Society, Technische Universität Berlin)

Jean Danielou  
User-oriented Cities and Cyborg-Citizenship  
Rajarshi Rakesh Sahai  
Growing smartly with Smart Cities  
Vanesa Castán Broto  
Sustainable Energy Delivery: Smart Innovation encounters the realities of every day access to energy

Distributed Papers  
Anastasia Stratigea, Chrysaida-Aliki Papadopoulou, Maria Panagiotopoulou  
Tools and Technologies for Planning the Development of Smart Cities  
Carlo F. Capra  
The Smart City and its citizens: governance and citizen participation in Amsterdam Smart City

**A1.2 Smart Participation**  
Room @ISIA - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chair: Carolin Schröder  
* (Center for Technology & Society, Technische Universität Berlin)

Paul Hepburn  
Smart Cities: Just how clever does local government need to be? Lessons from a case study on co-creating digital applications for elderly people  
Alexander Hamedinger, Sebastian Raho  
Participation Processes in medium-sized smart cities in Austria: forms and barriers  
Ijlal Naqvi  
Towards a Smarter City through the Participatory Mapping of the Electrical Power Distribution System in Lahore, Pakistan  
Agnieszka Gontarz  
Living law for smarter cities through meaning data analysis

Distributed Papers  
Tia Kansara  
Masdar City, a case study of smart participation, or not?  
Chiara Certomà, Francesco Rizzi  
Spontaneous smartness. Smart City as an emerging effect of bottom-up, actor-networks’ agency

---

**A2.1 What cities are more just than most?**  
Room D1 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chair: Susan S. Fainstein  
* (Harvard University)

Luciana Maciel Bizzotto  
Citizen participation in urban planning in the city of Belo Horizonte  
Pierre Clavel, William Goldsmith  
Local Justice Policies: Fated to Fail from External Opposition?  
Hector Hidalgo, Priscilla Connolly  
Comparative justice (injustice) of different regimes governing a single metropolitan area: mobility policies across metropolitan Mexico City  
Yumin Joo  
From Developmental Cities to Entrepreneurial Cities to Just Cities? Building More Just Urban Governance in Asia  
Roberta Cucca, Costanzo Ranci  
(Un)equal cities in Europe? The challenge of post-industrial transition in times of austerity

Distributed Papers  
Katalin Fehér  
Inclusionary and exclusionary practices in local settlement development programs in Hungary  
Regina Gandolfi, Carolina Maria Pozzi de Castro, Ioshiaqui Shimbo  
Solidarity Economy In São Carlos, São Paulo, Brasil

---

**A2.2 What cities are more just than most?**  
Room D1 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chair: Susan S. Fainstein  
* (Harvard University)  
John Logan  
* (Brown University)  
Discussant: John Logan  
* (Brown University)  
Nina Margies  
Madrid’s large-scale (riverfront) regeneration scheme  
Susanna F. Schaller  
Reconceiving Urban (Re)Development in Tuebingen, Germany: Exploring the Potential of a Model to Draw Cross-national Lessons  
Wouter Van Gent, Willem Boterman  
Unraveling the just city paradox in Amsterdam through middle class politics

Distributed Papers  
Noel J.Hubler  
Republican models for a just city: Aristotle, Harrington, & Pettit  
Claudio Pinaud Pulgar  
When Spatial Justice Makes the Neo-Liberal City Tremble: Social and Seismic Movements in Chile after Disasters  
Paula Freire Santoro  
Urban planning to provide affordable housing in infrastructured areas, with social cohesion, through market: Real estate profitability or right to the city assurance?
A3.1 Cities and welfare for all. Is reconciling local responsibility and universalistic access an ideal-city utopia?
Room D3 - August 28th 17:00/19:00
Chair: Lavinia Bifulco (Milan Bicocca University)
Massimo Briccoli (University of Luxembourg)
Stefania Sabatinelli (Politecnico Milan)

Ingrid Breckner
Refugees in German Cities between protest and inclusive action in the civil society
Davide Caselli
Can the poor be smart? Evidences and critical reflections from Southern Europe
Sylvie Van Dam
Changing responsibilities: True opportunities of migrant organisations in local poverty reduction
Stijn Oosterlynck Pieter Cools
Translating social needs into social rights: local social innovation and Roma engagement schemes in Manchester and Ghent
Emma Bimpson
Governing homelessness through decentralised housing policy

Distributed Papers
Paolo Navarrete
Scavenging Revisited: The Role of Local Government Support in enhancing Scavengers’ Sustainable Performance

A3.2 Cities and welfare for all. Is reconciling local responsibility and universalistic access an ideal-city utopia?
Room D3 - August 29th 9:00/11:00
Chair: Lavinia Bifulco (Milan Bicocca University)
Massimo Briccoli (Politecnico Milan)
Stefania Sabatinelli (Politecnico Milan)

Tatiana Saruis Fabio Colombo
Housing First and the City: How do innovative projects affect local policies and urban space?
Ali Akbar Tajmazinani
Challenges of establishing a ‘welfare municipality’ in Tehran
Eleni Triantafyllopoulou, Poulios Dimitris, John Sayas
Social innovation in an era of socio-spatial transformations. Choosing between responsibility and solidarity
Margrit Hugentobler
The provision of affordable housing as a key aspect for social inclusion in cities
Elena Ostanel
Social innovation and territorial development in contested neighbourhoods: a matter of debate

Distributed Papers
Elizabeth Kanini Wamuchiru
Social innovative strategies for water and sanitation infrastructure provision in Nairobi’s informal settlements

B1.1 Surveilling the “proprietary powers”: Investigating urban image making as a process of ownership
Room @ISIA - August 28th 13:30/15:30
Chair: David Chapin (CUNY Graduate Center)
Lidia K.C. Manzo (Politecnico Milan)
Scott Lizama (CUNY Graduate Center)

Giovanni Attili, Rossella Sordillii
Re-imagining Civita di Bagnoregio, the Dying City: a visual experiment in reversing the de-realizing effects of images (11 MB)
Aya Nassar
Public Spaces of Memory: Contested Visualizations of Absence
Sukanya Krishnamurthy
Rituals and the participation of urban form: Informal and formal image making processes (10 MB)
Shahd Dayoub
From Imagining to Imaging Dubai: A transition in urban visual ideologies from an Image of Dubai’s architecture to an Image of its urban experience

B1.2 Surveilling the “proprietary powers”: Investigating urban image making as a process of ownership
Venue: ISIA, Room: Aula Magna - August 28th 17:00/19:00
Chair: David Chapin (CUNY Graduate Center)
Lidia K.C. Manzo (Politecnico Milan)
Scott Lizama (CUNY Graduate Center)

John D. Boy, Justus Uitermark
Capture and share the city: Mapping Instagram’s uneven geography in Amsterdam
Mariia Gryshchenko
The manifestation of the social attitudes changes in the urban public space – Visual analysis of the protest movement Euromaidan in the Kyiv public space – November 2013 – March 2014
Rania Abdel Galil
Capturing the image of Alexandria; expectations, aspirations and reality
Gilda Catalano
Maps, texts, icons into the European cities. A long way for public ownership

Distributed Papers
Esther Hio-Tong Castillo
Struggling for the Representation of Space via Social Media: Experience from Social and Labor Movements in Macau
B2.1 Ambiguous Imaginaries – Public Space in the Ideal City
Representations, policies, contradictions and challenges for tomorrow’s urban life
Room D1 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Christian Haid (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)
       Annika Levels (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)
       Anna Steigemann (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)

Foka Zinovia
“Shared Public Space” in Conflict Areas: Cultural Appropriation in Nicosia’s Walled City

Derek Pardue
Bicycle paths as a Death Wish and a Spatial Conquest: Insights into the Politics of
Public Space in Contemporary São Paulo, Brazil

Felix Hartenstein
Public Appropriations of Private Space – Ambiguous Notions of Publicness
in the Egyptian Resort Town of El Gouna

Johannes Marent
Envisioning Public Space: An Investigation in Istanbul’s Urban Imaginary

Toru Takeoka
Sexworkers, Regulation and “Right to the City”: The Streets
in a Red Light District of Tokyo

Distributed Papers
Sabrina Howard
Bus Notes: Los Angeles Public Buses as Critical Public Space

Makrygianni Vasiliki, Foteini Mamali
‘Public spaces and migratory practices in Greece’s crisis scapes: a comparative study
between Athens’ and Thessaloniki’s conflictual spaces of encounter

Markus Reisenleitner
Theming Public Space: Imaginaries of Community in New Urbanist Los Angeles

B2.2 Ambiguous Imaginaries – Public Space in the Ideal City
Representations, policies, contradictions and challenges for tomorrow’s urban life
Room D1 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Christian Haid (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)
       Annika Levels (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)
       Anna Steigemann (Center for Metropolitan Studies Berlin, Germany)

Malin Rönnblom, Linda Sandberg
Imagining the ideal city – planning the gender equal city

Eva Eylers
Thomas More’s Utopia: Amaurotum and the vision of a public life

Robert Cowley
Reframing the Problem of Public Space in the Sustainable City

Sandra Meireis
Disguise and Subversion – Popularizing Artistic Urban Strategies in Berlin

Distributed Papers
Lucia Capanema Alvares
Public Spaces in the hegemonic city: between government policies and everyday appropriations, imaginaries and possibilities

C.1.1 The Politics of Land: Urban Planning and Conflict in the Global North and South
Room C2 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Barbara Pizzo (Sapienza Università di Roma)
       Melanie Lombard (University of Manchester)
       Nina Gribat (Technical University Berlin)

Francesca Artioli; Félix Adisson
The restructuring of the State makes the city: State properties and urban planning in Italy

Sonia Freire Trigo
Vacant land in London: Narratives about people and land transformation

Valeria Monno
Displacement, dispossession and the future of the city

Urmi Sengupta
Land wars in India: Contestations, social forces and evolving neoliberal urban transformation

Libby Porter (RMIT Australia)

Distributed Papers
John Angus
Landed (Freeman’s Wood)

C1.2 The Politics of Land: Urban Planning and Conflict in the Global North and South
Room C2 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Barbara Pizzo (Sapienza Università di Roma)
       Melanie Lombard (University of Manchester)
       Nina Gribat (Technical University Berlin)

Daniel Aldana Cohen
It’s the collective consumption, stupid: Re-theorizing urban climate politics in New York and São Paulo

Sebastián Ibarra González
Territorial conflicts around urban renewal: contentious actions and heritagization process in the central area of Santiago de Chile

Alvaro Pereira Mayra Mosciaro
Urban redevelopment, public land and speculation: strategies and conflicts in Porto Maravilha – Rio de Janeiro

Libby Porter (RMIT Australia)

Distributed Papers
Gabriela Ibarra
Turning ‘social’ into houses

Sahil Sasidharan
Landlocked in Peri-urban Politics around Delhi’s Land Policy
C2.1 Planning and self-organizing citizens: understanding the position of planners and knowledge in times of new urbanisms
Room Cinema - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Federico Savini (University of Amsterdam)
Mike Raco (University College London)

Giovanni Semi
“I mean, Disney makes places”. Professional boundary-making, (public) place-making and the envisioning power of Urban Design

Davide Ponzini
The transnational circulation of master plans and urban megaprojects: Shortcomings and challenges for local planners and designers

Lucia Dobručková
Roles of planners reflect their perception of power

Clair Colomb
The implementation of ‘New Localism’ in the super-diverse metropolis: challenges and limits of Neighbourhood Planning in London (extended abstract)

Distributed Papers
Ruijsink Saskia and Alexander Jachnow
Self-organizing, place-making & urban planning: Critical review of the interrelated activities to improve a city

Korn Miriam S. and Maria Carolina Maziviero
Santa Cecilia, a forgotten district: urban destinations on the basis of planning the city of São Paulo

C2.2 Planning and self-organizing citizens: understanding the position of planners and knowledge in times of new urbanisms
Room Cinema - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Federico Savini (University of Amsterdam)
Mike Raco (University College London)

Lena Fält
From Poverty Alleviation to Spatial Order: City ideals and Urban Planning Practices in Ghana

Willemijn Loofver, Tim Devos and Gert-Joost Peek
‘The City as a Classroom’: exploring planners’ role and skills required when involved in alternative area developments.

Ted Pride
Community-Based Organizations and Community Conflict in the Age of Neoliberalism: A Case Study of a Detroit Neighborhood

Samuel Mässner and Catarina Gomes de Matos
The hidden planners? Academic knowledge production and urban planning

Natalia Carolina Villamizar-Duarte
Informalization as a process: theorizing informality as a lens to rethink planning theory and practice

Distributed Papers
González Bracco Mercedes
“Stop demolitions!”: urban heritage as a public problem in buenos aires city

Marianna Monte
In between use as a new tool for urban planning in 21st century

C2.3 Planning and self-organizing citizens: understanding the position of planners and knowledge in times of new urbanisms
Room Cinema - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Federico Savini (University of Amsterdam)
Mike Raco (University College London)

Gilda Berruti Maria Federica Palestino
Streetwise complicity with community initiatives

Gabriela Christmann
Temporary Uses of Run-Down Urban Places. Creative Citizens’ Acting and the Emergence of Innovative Approaches in Spatial Planning

Cansu Civelek
An Anthropological Approach to the Planning Strategies of Two Urban Regeneration Projects from the Center-Left Party in Eskişehir, Turkey

Evangelia Athanassiou, Maria Karagianni, Matina Kapsali
Citizen’s participation in urban governance in crisis-stricken Thessaloniki (Greece): post-political urban project or emancipatory urban experiments?

Paola Alfaro d’Alençon, Bettina Bauerfeind, Daniela Konrad
In lights of ephemeral urbanism in Germany: Decision making experiments in neighbourhoods between self-organizing citizens and municipalities

Distributed Papers
Dimitris Poulous and Sayas John
Mediterranean urban landscapes from growth to crisis: The case of Barcelona and Athens

Bashar Toriqul
Housing the urban poor in the Neo-liberal Market Economy: Can social capital matter in urban planning?

C3 Contesting Adaptive Planning: Climate Change
Urban Adaptation and Implementation Complexities in the Global Urban South and North
Room C2 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Florian Koch (Centre for Environmental Research UFZ Leipzig) and Mark Kammerbauer (The University of Queensland, AU and School of Applied Sciences Nürnberg, DE)

Katrin Grossmann, Sandra Huning
Energy-efficient retrofitting and affordable housing: Open questions for urban research and practice

Gabriela Marques Di Giulio, Maria da Penha Vasconcellos
Building adaptive capacity in the megacity of São Paulo, Brazil: urgencies, possibilities and challenges

Daniela Krüger, Kristina Seidelsohn, Martin Voss
Contesting the Resilient City – The Unequal Distribution of Vulnerability and The Role of Social Ties

Bixia Xu Maolin Liao
Adaptive risk governance in relation to flooding: A case study in China

Gilda Catalano
The energy transition and the cities – A risky demand for a social and technological change?

Distributed Papers
Kareem Buyana
Policy for Enhanced Adaptive Capacity to Climate Change: What Kampala City did, the gains and draw backs?

Razieh Giti Khazaie, Nasser Karami
Multi-Dimension Planning; the New Approach Needed for Climate Change Adaptation. Case Study: Iran
**D1.1 Reshaping large housing projects and the production of spaces**  
Room C5 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Maria Anita Palumbo (EHESS/ LAU/CNRS, ENSAPLV)  
Olivier Boucheron (ENSAPLV/LAA/LAVUE/CNRS)

Matteo Del Fabbro  
Spatial practices and renewal policies in peripheral large housing estates  
A case study from LyTowards a Radiography of Socialist Housing Blockson

Nicolás Dino Ferme  
Domestication in a social housing complex: Space, discourses and ways of inhabiting in Los Andes Municipal Neighborhood, City of Buenos Aires

Tauri Tuvikene  
Can citizens govern housing estates? The case of Tallinn, Estonia

Viviana d'Auria Bruno De Meulder  
Re-coding compound life: six decades of practised modernism in the Michenzani ‘Trains’ (Zanzibar)

Florina Pop  
Towards a Radiography of Socialist Housing Blocks

Pascal De Decker, Pascal Debruyne, Isabelle Pannecoucke, Jana Verstraete  
Making room for the middle classes. On the demolition of the Rabot towers in Ghent, Belgium

**D2 Urban Informality and the daily control of social life**  
Room C2 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Daniela Vicherat Mattar (Leiden University College The Hague)  
Gabriel de Santos Feltran (Federal University of São Carlos, CMS and CEBRAP)

Salma Abouelhossein  
Emergency Urbanism: Cairo’s Struggle Over its Militarized Urban Space

Martin Lamotte  
From gang bangin’ to gang organizing. The Ñetas and the implementation of “free cop zone” in New York City

Lennert Jongh  
Informal Street and Market Vendors’ Challenges and Strategies: Examples from Urban Zambia and Malawi

Mohammad Saeed Zokaei  
Youth spaces and everyday life in Tehran

Juliana Martins  
Urban informality in Tech City, London? A study of the spatiality of informal practices in creative digital work

Joanna Kusiak  
(In)formal City of Legal Technicalities: Judicial Definitions of the Urban And

Sobia Ahmad Kaker  
Informality in Karachi: Governing Everyday Life in a City in Crisis

Andrea Varriale  
The usage of public space in Naples – Informality in the time of Commons

**D3.1 Informal practices to get things done: inclusionary and exclusionary effects**  
Room B2 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Talja Blokland (Humboldt University, Berlin)  
Christine Hentschel (University of Hamburg)  
Suzi Hall (London School of Economics)

Indrawan Prabaharyaka Lubis Nini Purwajati  
The Futurity of Inclusion and Exclusion of Urban Youth: Utopia/Dystopia

Mohammad Saeed Zokaei  
Youth spaces and everyday life in Tehran

Abdou Maliq Simone Hannah Schilling  
Practices within Precarity: Youth, Informality, and Life Making in the Contemporary City

Jacqueline Walubwa  
‘CHAMAS’ – The power of the invisible urban woman

**D3.2 Informal practices to get things done: inclusionary and exclusionary effects**  
Room B2 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Talja Blokland (Humboldt University, Berlin)  
Christine Hentschel (University of Hamburg)  
Suzi Hall (London School of Economics)

Juliana Martins  
Urban informality in Tech City, London? A study of the spatiality of informal practices in creative digital work

Sobia Ahmad Kaker  
Informality in Karachi: Governing Everyday Life in a City in Crisis

Andrea Varriale  
The usage of public space in Naples – Informality in the time of Commons

**Distributed Papers**

Gloria da Silva Campos  
Dysfunctional contexts and the possibility of resourceful absent ties

Sarah Eldefrawi  
“Informality as a bottom up movement”: Informality of Formal and Formality of informal, case City of Cairo, Egypt

El Moussawi Hala  
Informal Public Transport: Practices Towards Utopia in the Neoliberal City

Clara Rivas Alonso  
Strategic mobilising of invisibility in everyday informal practices by dwellers evicted from Sulukule and Tarlabaş.
**D4.1 Intervening in irregular settlements: between changes and continuity**  
Room B1 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Organizer: Camila D’Ottaviano (University of São Paulo, FAUUSP)  
Murat Cemal Yalcintan (Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar Universitesi, Istanbul)  
Renato Pequeno (Federal University of Ceará)

Richa Bhardwaj  
Assertions of the Urban Poor towards Inclusion in cities of Global South: Challenging the Spatial Plan in Chandigarh, India  
Silvia Longueira Castro Obdulia Taboadela Alvarez  
Penamo: waiting 25 years in the backyard. Xenophobia and some contradictions in the eradication of a shanty town  
Shitong Qiao  
Dealing with Illegal Apartments: What New York City Can Learn from Shenzhen, China?

Katarina Smatanova  
Housing solves it all? Lessons from informal Roma settlements in Slovakia  
Asuman Turkun  
Ruthless transformation efforts in the housing areas of the urban poor and implications for the right to housing

Distributed Papers  
Juliana Petrarolli, Rosana Denaldi, Ricardo Moretti, Fernando Nogueira  
Slum upgrading in the context of the National Growth Acceleration Program (PAC) in the ABC region  
Cecilia Sgolacchia  
Urban informality, participation and imaginative resistance in Brazil. A case study in the peripheRemoção Branca as State-led Gentrification in the Southern Zone Favelas of Rio de Janeiro and Nordeste

**D4.2 Intervening in irregular settlements: between changes and continuity**  
Room B1 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Organizer: Camila D’Ottaviano (University of São Paulo, FAUUSP)  
Murat Cemal Yalcintan (Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar Universitesi, Istanbul)  
Renato Pequeno (Federal University of Ceará)

Carolina Lunetta  
Remoção Branca as State-led Gentrification in the Southern Zone Favelas of Rio de Janeiro  
Nadia Nur  
The right to the informal city: dwelling Buenos Aires  
Aisling O’Loghlen  
Neoliberalism and the Right to the City; the challenge for the urban slum dweller  
Sonia Roitman  
Layers and networks: community organization in informal settlements in Indonesia  
Urmı Sengupta  
Squatters & the City: Reflecting on grassroots mobilisation through enablement policies

Distributed Papers  
Tara Saharan  
Opportunities and constraints of asset accumulation: case study of an informal settlement in Durban, South Africa

**D5 What’s happening in Utopia?**  
Revisiting ‘new’ suburban communities  
Room C2 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chair: Lynda Cheshire (The University of Queensland)

Serin Bilge  
Commodifying the Utopia: The Case of Branded Housing Projects, Istanbul  
Adriana Hurtado-Tarazona  
From utopian planning to lived experience in a suburban social housing community  
Anja Jorgensen Mia Arp Fallov  
Local Social integration: a Danish experiment  
Pedro Henrique Torres  
Spaces of hope? Notes on ‘new’ suburban communities in Rio de Janeiro and Boston  
Philip Lawnton  
High-density sprawl? The contradictions of the development of an Irish new town

Distributed Papers  
Manuela De Vincenzi  
Shape as an ideology: an analysis between shape, meaning and interpretation of urban design: the case of Troia and the Condado neighborhood in Lisbon  
Nicholas Choy  
Compromised utopias? Urban design coding in an era of English austerity  
Emma Felton  
Rethinking the suburbs: creative practitioners’ experience of working and living in the suburbs

**E1 Networks and encounters in contested spaces**  
Room C5 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Christine Barwick (Centre d’études européennes de Sciences Po)  
Heike Hanhörster (Research Institute for Regional and Urban Development, Dortmund)

Ebru Soytemel  
The Desire for Distinction and Diversity: Symbolic Boundaries in Gentrified Golden Horn Neighborhoods of Istanbul  
Peer Smets  
Gentrifiers’ and non-gentrifiers’ struggle for a liveable hood in Amsterdam.  
Jonas Aebi  
“We should learn to live more on staircases. But how?” A militant investigation of resistance in a gentrifying neighbourhood in Vienna  
Nihad El-Kayed  
Different Access to Civic Organizations and Informal Networks?

Distributed Papers  
Anna Steigemann  
‘Do I need to grow blond hair to become German?’ Place Making Practices of Business Owners in the course of a Berlin Urban Renewal Program  
Yvonne Franz, Michael Friesenecker  
Social mix in gentrifying neighbourhoods: Between imaginary cohesion and the struggle for cohabitation
E2 Re-making the ‘ideal city’ through education: institutional interventions and parental practices in urban schools
Room C4 - August 28th 13:30/15:30
Chairs: Astrid Sundsbe (Humboldt-Universität, Berlin) and Daniel Förste (Humboldt-Universität Berlin) with Christy Kulz (Goldsmiths University of London) and Sol Gamsu (King’s College London)

Sven De Visscher
The ideal child in the ideal city? The city as a co-educator

Willem Boterman
Family gentrification and middle class disaffiliation through primary schools

Isabel Ramos Lobato
Childcare, class and social mix – The role of networks for school choice

Penelope Vergou
“Birds of a feather flock together”: Middle class education strategies and social mix in multicultural neighborhoods in Athens.

Barbara Schoenig, Krüger Arvid
Fragmented Reforms: The spatial conditions and implications of school reform in a polarized rural-urban setting.

E3.1 The Making and Unmaking of Urban Closures: Scrutinizing the ‘Purified’ City / Stream E – Contested cities
Room D4 - August 28th 17:00/19:00
Chairs: Giovanni Picker (European University Viadrina) and Silvia Pasquetti (University of Cambridge).

Anasua Chatterjee
Interrogating Urban Closures in the South Asian City: Kolkata's Muslim Neighbourhoods

Jonathan Darling
Urban enclosure, forced migration and the search for ‘purity’: the revanchist management of asylum seekers in urban Britain

Ana Ivasiuc
Securitising the Roma, purifying Rome. The rhetoric of insecurity, urban degradation and everyday practices of purification

Paula Gil Larruscáhím
Pixação, hygienizing policies and difference in São Paulo

Jeff Maskovsky
Contesting the Purification of the City

Distributed Papers

Gaja Maestri
The Persistence of the Roma Camps in Rome: The Segregating Effects of Purity

E3.2 The Making and Unmaking of Urban Closures: Scrutinizing the ‘Purified’ City
Room D4 - August 29th 9:00/11:00
Chairs: Giovanni Picker (European University Viadrina) and Silvia Pasquetti (University of Cambridge).

Egbert Alejandro Martina, Patricia Schor
White Order: Racialization of Public Space in The Netherlands

Eva Schwab
Displacing and Disciplining Roma Waste Pickers in Belgrade. Who Can become a Rightful Subject of the ‘Clean’ and ‘Sustainable’ City to come?

Paula Mota Santos
Lisbon's Chinatown and the ordering of the Other in Portuguese social space

Yıldırım Tschoepe
Shifting Dirtscape – Society, Space and Culture around Notions of Garbage in Istanbul

Chris Hurl
From Scavengers to Sanitation Workers: Practices of Purification and the Making of ‘Civic Employees’ in Toronto, 1890-1920

Distributed Papers

Maria Pirogovskaya
Constructing a Hygieopolis, Complaining the Neighbour: City, Health and Danger in Late Imperial Russia

Prashant Bransode
The Synchronicity of Purifying City and Social Closure

E4.1: Changing Landscapes of Leisure and Consumption
Room D3 - August 27th 16:30/18:30
Chairs: Magda Bolzoni (Università degli Studi di Torino) and Jan Rath (Universiteit van Amsterdam).

Ingmar Pastak
Socio-spatial dimension of urban renewal projects in market-led city: the interaction of flagship projects and local community

Willem Boterman, Fenne Pinkster
The changing urban landscape of the Canal Belt and sense of belonging of long term middle-class residents

Nico Bazzoli
The commercial transformation of Bolognina and its implications in the neighbourhood gentrification process

Kevin Drain
Visualizing rental change in Helsinki

Distributed Papers

Freek Janssens
Through Istanbul’s marketplaces: the materiality of the market
E4.2: Changing Landscapes of Leisure and Consumption
Room D3 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Magda Bolzoni (Università degli Studi di Torino)
Jan Rath (Universiteit van Amsterdam)

Chiara Rabbiosi
Branding through performance. Landscapes of consumption and heritage-making
Michael Friesenecker Yvonne Franz
New social spheres? Practices and interactions in the commercial spaces of gentrifying neighbourhoods
Eleftheria Alexandri, Evaggelia Krali, Georgia Alexandri
Spatial changes in the commercial triangle of Athens; from consuming products to consuming leisure?
Felicitas Hillmann
Marginal urbanity: Migrant entrepreneurship as an fuzzy element of urban revitalization, Kreuzberg

Distributed Papers
Sara Gonzalez
Resisting commercial gentrification. Trader and citizen contestation in the UK to defend traditional retail Markets
Heide Imai
Whose Right to stay? Commercial and Residential Gentrification in the case of traditional neighbourhoods in Japan and Korea
Nelson Trevis Saldaña
Where Everybody Knows Your Name: The Social, Spatial, and Symbolic Functions of Small Businesses in Detroit

E4.3: Changing Landscapes of Leisure and Consumption
Room D3 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Magda Bolzoni (Università degli Studi di Torino)
Jan Rath (Universiteit van Amsterdam)

Agustin Cócola Gant
Tourism and commercial gentrification
Melissa Moralli
Challenging gentrification and zoonification in urban ethnic neighbourhoods. The case of Italian Mygrantour
Emma Jackson
Bowling against gentrification: Contested leisure space and city futures
Nicos Soulitis
Cultural markets and urban transformation in the historical center of Athens 1990–today

Distributed Papers
Adrienne Csizmaday Gergely Olt
Fashionable Ruined-Pubs: Retro-Tourists Area in Budapest’s Inner City
Meric Kirmizi
Urban Redevelopment in Osaka: the More Gentrified, the Less Crafted?
Dicle Kızıldere Zeynep Gunay
Contested Commercial Gentrification in Istanbul: A Case Study of Tophane Neighbourhood

E5 Immigrants and the domesticization of public spaces in Europe
Room C4 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Jan Willem Duyvendak (University of Amsterdam)
Paolo Boccagni (Università di Trento)
Andrea Brighenti (Università di Trento)

Carrie Benjamin
At Home on the Street: How Working Class Migrants Use Public Space in Paris
Nicholas Harney
Ritual activism and the contestation over urban space in the everyday
Shannon Damery
Homeless in the house of God? Homeless in a Brussels church
Magda Bolzoni
Upscaling diversity? Some reflections on commodification and control of diversity in a trendy multicultural neighbourhood
Elena Fontanari
The everyday practices of refugees enacting different “homes”

Distributed Papers
Christian Haid
Eat to Feel at Home, Eat to Travel – Picnicking at Thai Park Berlin
Claudio Marcelo Garcia de Araujo
Resourceful informal networks, Brazilians in Berlin
Guido Belloni
Tackling urban segregation of forced migrants in Milan: the (re)appropriation of public spaces through football

E6 Transgressing dividing lines: making and unmaking of urban grids
Room C4 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Fran Meissner (European University Institute)
Tilmann Heil (University of Konstanz).

Cody Hochstenbach
The all-dividing Amsterdam ring road: Emphasising social divisions to justify state-led gentrification
Anna-Britt Coe
Constructing and contesting gender in public safety activism: A qualitative study of on-line mobilization in Sweden
Yutaka Iwadate
Reconfiguration of Things Driven Transgression: Case Study on Crisis of Water Supply in Tokyo
Alexis Malefakis
The invisible market: Practices of street vending and the creation of an epistemic landscape in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Distributed Papers
Friederike Fleischer
Traversing the City. Space and Stratification in the Lives of Female Household Employees in Bogotá, Colombia
Nele Van Doninck, Karel Arnaut
Ordinary diversity: conviviality as class performance in an inner-city Brussels’ housing estate
Ponce de León Jimena
Women facing paradoxes: Street Art in Buenos Aires and the boundaries of transgression
**E7 A comparative view on the squatting of houses and social centres**
Room D4 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: **Miguel A. Martínez** (City University of Hong Kong)
Luca Pattaroni (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne)

- **Luca Calafati**
  Institutionalisation without Assimilation: The Development of Bologna’s Social Centres Movement in Comparative Perspective.
- **Andrei Holm, Armin Khun**
  Squatting and gentrification: How squatters influence urban developments in their cities?
- **Galvao Debelle dos Santos, ETC Dee**
  Examining mainstream media discourses on the squatters’ movements in Barcelona and London
- **Dominika Polanska, Grzegorz Piotrowski**
  The development of squatting in Poland: structural conditions and local differences
- **Pierpaolo Mudu, Andrea Aureli**
  The logic of squatting within and beyond legality

Distributed Papers

- **Makrygianni Vasiliki, Tsavdaroglou Charalampos**
  Squatting practices in Greece during a crisis era

**E8.1 Contested cities and crisis regimes**
Room Cinema - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: **Stavros Stavrides** (National Technical University of Athens)
**Penny Koutrolikou** (National Technical University of Athens)
**Michael Janoschka** (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid)

- **Lucia Capanema Alvares**
  New discourses and old practices in the housing market: creating an ‘ideal’ port area through forced evictions in Rio de Janeiro
- **Angeliki Paidakaki**
  Disaster resilience towards which direction(s)? Competing reconstruction discourses in post-Katrina New Orleans
- **Desiree Fields**
  Distressed-as-Desirable Assets: Post-Crisis Representations of Housing
- **Oded Haas**
  Housing as strategy: whose ideal city?
- **Didi K Han**
  Overcoming Privatized Housing in a Neoliberal City in South Korea

Distributed Papers

- **Sebastián Ibarra González**
  From dispossession to political action: discourses and practices in housing struggles in the neoliberal Chile
- **Lynda Cheshire**
  Chucking in, Cleaning up and Making Better: The Contested Meaning of Social Housing Renewal
- **John Schlichtman**
  Mobilizing the middle class towards a more ideal city

**E8.2 Contested cities and crisis regimes**
Room Cinema - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: **Stavros Stavrides** (National Technical University of Athens)
**Penny Koutrolikou** (National Technical University of Athens)
**Michael Janoschka** (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid)

- **Julia Hartmann**
  Right to housing, right to property: housing activism in Cairo
- **Claudio Pulgar Pinaud**
  Resistance and Resilience in the Neo-Liberal City. Social and Seismic Movements in Chile after Disasters
- **Zhao Zhang**
  A “Crisis of Crisis-Management”? China’s Neoliberal Housing Reform and the Role of the Central State
- **Mara Verlic**
  Emerging housing commons: Vienna’s housing crises then and now

Distributed Papers

- **Paul Watt**
  The Focus E15 Campaign: a Nomadic War Machine in London’s Housing Crisis
- **Nico Bazzoli**
  The conflict about the social meaning of housing in a neighbourhood subject to gentrification
- **Miguez Martinez**
  The hybrid Autonomy of struggles within the 15M movement in Spain

**E9.1: Multiculture, Place and the Everyday:**
**Ambivalence of conviviality**
Room D4 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chair: **Emma Jackson** (Goldsmiths College University of London)

- **Linda Lapina**
  Cultivating integration. Migrant practices of multidirectional space-making in Integration gardens
- **Klara Fiedlerová; Luděk Sýkora**
  Everyday conviviality in emerging multicultural neighbourhood; insights from a post-socialist city
- **Helena Holgersson**
  Integrating existing socially mixed spaces in social mix visions: The case of Kviberg’s Market, Gothenburg
- **Sivamohan Valluvan**
  Against integration: cohabitation in Stockholm and London as read through an ideal of convivial multiculture
- **Urszula Woźniak**
  “Diverse” neighborhoods as sites of encounter?: Revisiting methodologies in Conviviality Studies

Distributed Papers

- **Hanna Louis Jensen**
  The making of multiple mobile places in everyday train commuting’
- **Sebastian Juhnke**
  The allure of diversity, creativity and place: gentrification and multiculture in London and Berlin
- **Michele Semprebon and Roberta Marzorati**
  Building conviviality in the block and beyond: zones of encounter and the role of young families in a mixed planned community in Milan
E9.2: Multiculture, Place and the Everyday: ‘Race’ and everyday encounters
Room D4 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chair: Emma Jackson (Goldsmiths University of London)

Malcolm James
Post-codes, policing and neo-communitarianism: territorial dialogues and urban multiculture
Robert O’Keefe
Negotiating Space: Nigerian taxi drivers in Dublin
Jacob Boersema
Everyday racial interactions in the bars, parks, and sidewalks of Harlem
Sophie Hadfield-Hill and Cristiana Zara
Making and re-making space: Everyday sites of multiculture and regeneration?
Selvaraj Velayutham
Inhabiting Diversity: Everyday Interaction and the Multicultural Workplace

Distributed Papers
Michelle Duffy and Judith Nair
Festivals as sites of negotiating everyday multiculturalism
Nihad El-Kayed
Multicultural Encounters in Everyday Urban Institutions

E10.1 Contentious planning: insurgent practices and new democratic openings
Room B2 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Enrico Gualini (Technische Universität Berlin)
Walter J. Nicholls (University of Amsterdam)

Miguel A. Martínez López
The hybrid autonomy of urban struggles within the 15m movement in Spain
Henrik Lebuhn
Urban Social Movements between Protest and Participation
Riccardo Ciavolella, Armelle Chaplin
From the “città ideale” to Gramsci’s “città futura” Glimmers or Utopias of radical democracy in Nouakchott and Paris
Marie-Héléne Bacqué
From urban uprising to democratic openings

Distributed Papers
Zhonghua Gu, Bart Wissink
Contesting Guangzhou: The Language Controversy and the 2010 Asian Games
Nanke Verloo
Conflict as Opportunity for Urban Democracy

E10.2 Contentious planning: insurgent practices and new democratic openings
Room B2 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Enrico Gualini (Technische Universität Berlin)
Walter J. Nicholls (University of Amsterdam)

Lisa Kings, Nazem Tahvilzadeh
Mystification and coercion in the management of peripheral neighborhoods: a gramscian perspective on the emergence of urban justice movements in Sweden
Nabil Kamel
Weapons of the weak: urban form and everyday resistance tactics in Phoenix
Van Wymeersch, Stijn Oosterlynck, Tom Coppens
Contested urban development and the struggle for the ecological commons at Ghent’s ‘Landhuis’
Corinna Hölzl
Multiple spatial entanglements of contentious planning practices

Distributed Papers
Luz Navarro Eslava
From Insurgent To Transgressive practices, Challenging the consensual principles or urban governance: The case of El Forat de la Vergonya in Barcelona
Charalampos Tsavdaroglou
The contentious common space in Greece

E11 The Politics of Race in the Gentrification Process
Room C4 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Wouter van Gent (Universiteit van Amsterdam)
Jacob Boersema (Rutgers University)

Ashley Brown Burns
Like the “Others” or “Just Like Us”: Intra-racial Class Tension in a Gentrifying Neighborhood
Bahar Sakizlioglu
A Comparative Analysis of Politics of Ethnicity in the State-led Gentrification Processes: The Cases of Amsterdam and Istanbul
Christine Barwick
“I could punch them in the face”: Turkish-Germans’ reactions towards gentrification in Berlin’s immigrant neighborhoods
Zaire Dinzey-Flores
In-Visible Race: White-Out, Original Details, and Desirable Homes in Gentrifying Brooklyn
Melissa Valle
If These Walls Could Talk: Community, conflict, and urban change in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia

Distributed Papers
Aaron Niznik
Gentrification in Korea Town, Boston
Lidia Manzo
Erotic-Park Slope The Everyday Racialization of Sexualized Interactions in (super)Gentrified Brooklyn
Valerie Stahl
“It’s Not About Black or White, it’s About Green”: Race, Gentrification and Crime in a Brooklyn Neighborhood
F1.1 (Re-)making Cities: the politics of scale in mega-projects in Asia and beyond
Room D2 - August 28th 13:30/15:30
Chairs: Hyun Bang Shin (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Bae-Gyoon Park (Seoul National University)  
Dong-Wan Gimm (Seoul National University)

Bart Wissink  
Erasing Lee Tung Street: Class and Difference in the Urban Redevelopment of Hong Kong
Shoshana Goldstein  
Planning the Millennium City: The Politics of Place-making in Gurgaon, India
Julie Ren, Ilse Helbrecht  
The art biennale as scalar arbiter: Gwangju latitudes
Hong Sun  
High speed railway station as a tool for (re-) making cities – a case based study on the Nanjing-Shanghai intercity high speed rail line
Mathew Idiculla  
Crafting City Spaces: New Spatial-Legal Regimes in India

Distributed Papers  
Çağlar Köksal  
On Planning for Growth: Urbanising the Developmental State in Turkey

F1.2 (Re-)making Cities: the politics of scale in mega-projects in Asia and beyond
Room D2 - August 28th 17:00/19:00
Chairs: Hyun Bang Shin (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Bae-Gyoon Park (Seoul National University)  
Dong-Wan Gimm (Seoul National University)

Francesca Frassoldati, Alessandro Armando  
The majestic axis of Guangzhou and the political reinvention of urban form
Gabriel Silvestre  
Assembling ideas, interests and institutions: the delivery of Rio de Janeiro’s port regeneration project
Cagri Carikci  
State, Capital and Hegemony: Political Economy of the Large Scale Urban Projects in Istanbul
Jun Wang  
Constructing the cultural regions in China: thinking through the lens of territory effect
Cuz Potter  
Two Million Houses: Multiscalar spatial fixes in Korean housing policy

Distributed Papers  
Daniel Durrant  
The ‘Global Race’ and High Speed Rail: the civil society response to the framing and implementation of the UK’s mega transport project HS2

F1.3 (Re-)making Cities: the politics of scale in mega-projects in Asia and beyond
Room D2 - August 29th 9:00/11:00
Chairs: Hyun Bang Shin (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Bae-Gyoon Park (Seoul National University)  
Dong-Wan Gimm (Seoul National University)

Bridget Martin  
Peyongtaek 2020: Militarism and urban redevelopment in South Korea
Loraine Kennedy  
Multi-scalar dynamics driving India’s urban megaprojects. Speculative urbanisation and the IT Corridor in Chennai
Lisa Choi  
Polymorphic Urban Landscapes: the case of New Songdo City  
Shriya Anand, Neha Sami  
Manufacturing cities: Industrial policy and urban planning in India  
Delik Hudalah  
Beyond the Developmental State: Globalisation and the politics of peri-urban megaprojects in Jakarta Metropolitan Area

Distributed Papers  
Mythri Prasad-Aleyamma  
Ports, Roads and Time: Building urban Infrastructure in South India

F2.1 21st century housing crisis
Room D5 - August 28th 17:00/19:00
Chairs: Matthias Bernt (Leibniz-Institute for Regional Development and Structural Planning)  
Paul Watt (Birkbeck, University of London)

Luna Glucksberg  
A view from the top: unpacking capital flows and foreign investment in the Alpha territories of London
Andrej Holm  
Berlin’s housing crisis, the gentrification mainstream, and the Zombie politics of the local state
Justin Kadi  
Neo-liberalization, financialization and the re-emergence of the urban housing crisis: The case of Vienna
Jin-Kyung Lee  
Housing unaffordability, dwelling insecurity, and their causes in Korea
Roman Matoušek  
New paths and geographies of public housing in Czechia: in search of explanations
Sessions

F2.2 21st century housing crisis
Room D5 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Matthias Bernt (Leibniz-Institute for Regional Development and Structural Planning)
Paul Watt (Birkbeck, University of London)

Duncan Bowie
Responses to the housing crisis in the UK

Richard Goulding, Joe Beswick and Stuart Hodkinson
The New Housing Crisis in the UK: Comparing Austerity Urbanism at Different Urban Scales

Cássia Nagle and Leandro Medrano
Economic and housing crisis: Losses and opportunities after the 2008 crisis, the Brazilian case

Mikołaj Lewicki and Joanna Kusiak
Housing Crisis, Financialization, and the “Glass-Jar” Citizen: New patterns of Housing Segregation in Warsaw

Manuel Aalbers
The financialization of a social housing provider

Distributed Papers
Ute Lehrer
Condo Towers and the Housing Crisis

G1 Technologies of security: building safe, clean and beautiful urban spaces
Room C5 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Ana María Forero (Universidad de Los Andes)
Andrés Salcedo (Universidad Nacional de Colombia)

Hishiyama Kosuke
Mixing Security and Tradition of Gated Community in Bali

Cristiana Zara
New cities, new aesthetics? Creating, governing and experiencing beauty

Randi Gressgård
Plural policing and the safety–security nexus in urban governance: The case of Malmö

G2.1 Urban Governance and Housing Policies in the Global South
Room D2 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Sonia Roitman (University of Queensland)

Hector Becerril Miranda
Revealing the modes of governance of housing policies in Brazil

Florian Koch
Beyond informality: Pirate urbanization and land-owner urbanism as governance modes

Dennis Mwaniki, Elizbeth Wamuchiru, Baraka Mwa / R. Opiyo
Urbanisation, informality and housing challenge in Nairobi

Azzurra Sarnataro, Hassan Elmouelhi
Webs of governance in Cairo Informal Areas

Benita Menezes
Engaging the state: Governance, housing and Urban citizenship in millennial Mumbai

Distributed Papers
Renato Pequeno
New housing policies in Brazil: changes and challenges

Tomas Alejandro Guevara, Ma Mercedes Di Virgilio
Policies, entrepreneurialism and urban development.
The myth of spatial spillover in Buenos Aires and Bariloche in the twenty-first century

G2.2 Urban Governance and Housing Policies in the Global South
Room D2 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Sonia Roitman (University of Queensland)

Jamie McPike
Creating space for the formal amongst the informal

Bruno Marot
Governing growth politics through the state in post-war Beirut

Claudio Pulgar Pinaud
Resistance and resilience in the neo-liberal city

Wilmar Salim
Governing housing policies in Indonesia: Challenges and Opportunities

Distributed Papers
Nicholas Ebehikhalu, Abegunde Albert
A review of the failure of housing policies in Nigeria

Camila D'Ottaviano
Sao Paulo 2000-2010: housing policies and real estate

G3. The construction of diversity at the local level
Room B1 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Elisa Brey (GEMI, Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
Elena Sánchez-Montijano (CIDOB, Barcelona Centre for International Affairs)
Sonia Arbaci Sallazzaro (University College London)

Renaud Epstein, Laure Bereni
Color blind diversity. The politics and policies of ethnicity in French cities

Belen Fernandez Suarez
The rhetoric of social and political actors regarding migrants’ integration at the local level in Spain

Myrte Hoekstra
From the city to the neighbourhood: Local policy actors’ perspectives on urban diversity

Giovanni Laino, Tommaso Vitale
Incrementalism, Trust and Constant Pragmatism in De-Segregation Policies. Overcoming Italian Roma Camps

Christopher S. Fowler
Neighborhood-scale social capital and gentrification: The role of dissonance and cross purposes in promoting stability within diverse neighborhoods in South Seattle 1990-2013

Distributed Papers
Ilse van Liempt, Gery Nijenhuis
From Specific to Generic and from State support to Do it Yourself: Somalis experiences with the changing diversity policy landscape of Amsterdam

Roberta Marzorati, Fabio Quassoli
Governing diversity in Milan “città mondo”: political discourse and policies towards 2015 Expo

Jens S. Dangschat
From integration of migrants to the push for diversity
Sessions

G4 Urban Governance: international perspectives on processes and results
Room B1 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Paola Alfaro D’Alencon (Technische Universität Berlin, Germany)
         Jan Dohnke (Christian-Albrechts-Universität Kiel, Germany)
         Elke Schlack-Fuhrmann (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile)

Thien-Vinh Nguyen
Internationalised assemblages, changing governance, and new visions of development in the oil city of Sekondi-Takoradi, Ghana

Guillen Torres
An Actor-Network Theory approach to the Democratic Deficit: a case study of the pedestrianization of the Historical City Centre of Brussels

Charles Henrique Voos, Antonio David Cattani
Social agents, State and urban planning in Brazil: new theoretical and methodological perspectives after the Cities Statute

Tobias Schmidt
Governance as a conflict of interpretation

Luisa Moretto
Application of the ”Urban Governance Index” to Water Service Provision: between Rhetoric and Reality

Distributed Papers

Anna Domaradzka
Battling for urban space: emerging urban movement as a new force within a strategic action field of urban policy. The case of Poland

Alexander Jachnow
The kind of Governance we need

G5.1 Governing Metropolitan Cities
Room B1 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chair: Patrick Le Galès (Sciences Po, CNRS, Centre d’études européennes)

Dong Wang Gimm
Governing Seoul: apartment danji as a housing machine and a governmental technology.

Marc Pradel
Fernando Diaz Orueta
Santiago Elizaguirre Anglada
Changing models for growth? Governance of large metropolitan regions in Spain

Matthew Idiculca
Who Governs the City? The Powerlessness of City Governments and the Transformation of Governance in Bangalore

Eduardo Marques
What is not governed” concerning the virtual communities through Social Media

Vicente Ugalde
what is governed and not governed in Mexico

Distributed Papers

Jellinek Csaba
Rescaling the governance of urban marginality: The ‘Europeanization’ of urban regeneration policies in Budapest

Anthony Boanada Fuchs
Grey Governance – The dark and light side of everyday urban planning in Ahmedabad

H1 Understanding Health and Wellbeing Linkages in Urban Systems
Room C4 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Franz Gatzweiler
         (Institute of Urban Environment, Chinese Academy of Sciences)

Dina Farag, Hany M. Ayad, Ashraf Wahdan
Examining the Relationship between Selected Urban Determinants and Respiratory Diseases in Alexandria, Egypt

Barry Newell, Katrina Proust
Evolving Cities for Human Health and Wellbeing

V.S. Saravanan
Urbanization and Human Health: Institutional Analysis of Water-Borne Diseases in Ahmedabad

Valerie Gibson, Robin Ge
Urban food systems and health – the case of Xiamen, China

Robin Stott
Inequality, Environment and Control for Urban Health – An agent based model

Distributed Papers

Jane Dixon, Emily Ballantyne-Brodie
Planning and design for healthy urban food systems: what is the role for community?

Sathish Selvakumar, Anuj Ghanekar, Priyanka Jariwala, Vikas Desai
Health and Wellbeing – The role of partnerships in reducing impact on dependent sub-systems

Stephanie Castendyk
Emotional Health and the Architecture it needs

Shaharudin Idrus, Abdul Samad Hadi
Challenges of Exceptional Northeast Monsoon Floods and the Implications on Small Towns Livability in The Affected Regions of Malaysia: An Ecosystems Approach
H3.1 The Challenge of Diversity
Room C1 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Ronald van Kempen (Universiteit Utrecht)
        Thomas Maloutas (Harokopio University)
        Stijn Oosterlynck (Universiteit Antwerpen)
        Nicos Souliotis (Greek National Center for Social Research)

Anne Clementsen
Experiencing and reacting upon diversity in urban spaces

Dimitris Balampanidis and Panagiotis Bourlessas
Ambiguities of vertical multiethnic symbiosis in the city of Athens

Bart van Bouchaute, Anika Depraetere and Joke Vandenabeele
Nurturing solidarity in diversity: complementary currencies as a transformative practice?

Elise Schillebeeckx
Dealing with diversity in the city: exploring the arrival and transition infrastructure in the migrant neighbourhood Antwerpen-Noord

Claire Colomb and Mike Raco
Planning for / in the super-diverse city: between celebratory policy narratives and the reality of planning policies in London

Distributed Papers
Kathy Arthurson, Iris Levin and Anna Ziersch
Policies for Urban Diversity in Carlton, Melbourne

Lina Lapina
Diversity tourism as a “break in reality”: exoticized differences in a Copenhagen district

H3.2 The Challenge of Diversity
Room C1 - August 28th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Ronald van Kempen (Universiteit Utrecht)
        Thomas Maloutas (Harokopio University)
        Stijn Oosterlynck (Universiteit Antwerpen)
        Nicos Souliotis (Greek National Center for Social Research)

Ana Aceska
Does planning for diversity work? Reflections on urban policy making in an ethnically divided city

Katrin Grossmann, Rikke Skovgaard Nielsen, Eduardo Barberis and Anne Winther Beckman
Governance Arrangements Targeting Diversity in Europe – Structural Conditions of Work and Institutional Backgrounds

Azat Zana Gundogan
Urban Diversity: an Obstacle to Political Mobilization against Urban Renewal? A comparative research on two neighborhoods in the Istanbul city-region

Javier Ruiz-Tagle
Bringing Inequality Closer: a comparative outlook at socially diverse neighborhoods in Chicago and Santiago de Chile

Anna Steigemann
‘Do I need to grow blond hair to become German?’

Distributed Papers
Samantha Hyler
Normalizing the ideal in future cities “for everyone”

Shiva Shadravan
Convivial people of Ghasrodasht neighborhood in Shiraz/Iran in contrast with the dominant Iranian enclosed milieu

H3.3 The Challenge of Diversity
Room C1 - August 28th 13:30/15:30

Chairs: Ronald van Kempen (Universiteit Utrecht)
        Thomas Maloutas (Harokopio University)
        Stijn Oosterlynck (Universiteit Antwerpen)
        Nicos Souliotis (Greek National Center for Social Research)

Anouk Tersteeg and Ympkje Albeda
Neighbourhood-attachment in hyper-diverse areas. Lessons from Rotterdam and Antwerp

Ewa Korcelli-Olejniczak and Filip Piotrowski
Social diversity versus social solidarity in Warsaw: two districts – two different worlds?

Maxime Felder
Diversity on the doorstep: conditions of coexistence between neighbours in socially and ethnically mixed buildings

Georgia Alexandri
Diversity in the context of crisis in Athens’ city centre: everyday practices of solidarity and cohesion versus the quotidian realities of micro-segregation and fear

Adriano Cancellieri
Urban Conflicts and Immigration. Resources and Risks for Social Innovation

Distributed Papers
Lavinia Bifulco, Paolo Arrigoni and Massimo Bricocoli
Place and people shaping diversity: a focus on three neighborhoods in Milano

Carlotta Fioretti and Marco Cremaschi
The moral zoning of cosmopolis: ethnic diversity in Rome post-metropolis

I1.1 Reframing urban regions through comparative urbanism
Room C1 - August 28th 17:00/19:00

Chairs: Jenny Robinson (University College London)
        Christian Schmid (ETH Zürich)

Nat Marom
Conceptualizing and Comparing Urban Regions: Visions, Speculations and Activisms in-between Mumbai and Cape Town

Luděk Šýkora, Ondřej Mulíček
Residential dispersal, job concentration and reconfiguration of postsocialist urban regions

Carola Fricke
Europeanization of Metropolitan Regions? City-regional Policies in Supra-national and Sub-national Contexts

Christina Culwick
Social justice and sustainability transitions in the Gauteng City-Region

Neha Singh
Waterscape: Urban & Rural reconfigured

Distributed Papers
Nadia Alaily-Mattar, Alain Thierstein
From image of the city to image of the region, just a change of scale? The evolution of images of alternative futures in the case of Munich, Germany

Matteo Del Fabbro
Conceptualizations and representations of Milan urban region. A critical review
I1.2 Reframing urban regions through comparative urbanism
Room C1 - August 29th 9:00/11:00

Chairs: Jenny Robinson (University College London)
Christian Schmid (ETH Zürich)

Barbara Heer
Urban elites, the local state and private developers: Comparative ethnography of drivers of neighborhood transformation in African urban conurbations

Ozan Karaman
Comparing urban processes: an experimental approach

Pierre Hammel, Roger Keil
Suburban World: Comparing the governance of globalizing regions from the outside in

Rodrigo Viseu Cardoso
Localising extensive urbanisation: comparing the emergence of second-tier urban regions in Europe

Seth Schindler
Urban planning in an era of “genomic development”

Distributed Papers

Sofia Pagliarin
Multi-scalar governance processes of the sprawling city: Reconfiguring housing functions in the urban regions of Barcelona and Milan

Swetha Rao Dhananka
Governing Bangalore Metropolitan Region: Multiple jurisdictions and spaces for discretion

I2 Urban Studies and the Challenge of Travelling Concepts and Comparative Methods
Room D5 - August 27th 16:30/18:30

Chairs: Alberta Andreotti (University of Milan-Bicocca)
Alan Mabin (University of Pretoria)

Omar Sherif
Spatial Political Economy in Urban Design: The Case of Heliopolis, Cairo

Martin Lamotte
El Pueblo: Circulation of a concept and gang imaginaries of a common world: between the South Bronx, Barcelona, and Guayaquil

Arnoud de Waaijer Dirk
The strategy of New Towns in practice in the greater Shanghai urban area.

Cvetinovic Marija
A multidimensional visualization of concepts and relations in post-socialist urban planning: what happens when the notion of agency, system and theory travel between disciplines

Mosselson Aidan
Johannesburg has its own momentum’: towards a vernacular theorisation of urban change

Distributed Papers

Henderson Hayley
Taking on an ethnographic sensibility in comparative urban research

Peimani Nastaran
Travelling Theories: How Jacobs’ theory of a diverse city might apply in a Middle Eastern context?

Wood Astrid
Adopting and adapting bus rapid transit: unpacking South-South cooperation in policy circulation
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SALA LAUREE
From Polo Volponi to ISIA
Registration and general information

REGISTRATION
Registration will be in the entrance hall of Polo Volponi (Via Saffi, 15), the main conference venue. Registration will be open from 9.30 on Thursday 27th August. The Registration desk is also the main information point for the conference. You will always find a member of the staff there.

PROGRAMME VENUES
Parallel sessions will take place at two venues: Polo Volponi (levels B, C, D) and ISIA. Plenary sessions will take place at the Polo Volponi in the Aula Magna at level E. Buildings, their entrance and conference rooms are marked on the maps in this programme.

WIRELESS AND TECHNICAL HELP
A wireless connection is available at Polo Volponi and in the town main squares. You can connect either using the username and password included in your delegate package, or (just in university buildings) using Eduroam. Your username and password is valid for access to the networks UWIC and UNIURB. Some connection problems may be experienced in very crowded rooms. Should you experience long lasting connection problems, please contact the Registration desk. Each conference room will have a beamer and a facility for PowerPoint and PDF presentations – including a laptop. We ask you to bring your presentation on a USB memory stick. Please arrive 20 minutes before the sessions start to upload your presentation. Should you need to use specific software, please inquire with the conference staff in due time. Since the schedule is very tight, please keep to times and ensure that the session does not over run.

OTHER FACILITIES
Please, ask the Registration desk at Polo Volponi if you need a quiet space (for prayer, breastfeeding, meetings, interviews, etc.). A multipurpose room (C6) will be available.

Eating and Drinking

COFFEE BREAKS
Coffee breaks will be served on level A. If you have special dietary requests, please inform the catering staff who will show you available options.

WELCOME DRINK
The welcome drink on Thursday 27th August will take place at the Data – Orto dell’Abbondanza, first floor (5 min. walk from the venue). Entrances are located on Via Matteotti (near the theatre) and on Borgo Mercatale. If you get lost, follow the directions for “EXPO”. The welcome drink is included in the delegate fee and starts at 19:00.

SOCIAL DINNER
The social dinner will take place on Friday 28th at 19:30 at ISIA, Monastery of Santa Chiara in via Santa Chiara (3 min. walk from the main venue). Dinner is served buffet style (standing). Some sit-down tables will be available. We advise you against using spike-heal shoes. Participation to the social dinner costs €35.00. If you have not registered yet and want to participate, please contact the Registration desk to check availability. If you have special dietary requests, please inform the catering staff who will show you the available options.

RECYCLING
We are committed to reduce the resources used in our Conference by sourcing food locally and using recycled or recyclable materials as much as possible.
Organization

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

All staff and conference volunteers can be identified by their white t-shirt with the conference logo. Please do not hesitate to ask them for assistance at any time.


ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE

Members of the organizing committee: Alberta Andreotti, Eduardo Barberis, Yuri Kazepov, Eduardo Marques. In case of need, members of the organizing committee can be contacted via the Registration desk at Polo Volponi.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Donatello Trisolino

Isia Urbino:
Valentina Monacelli
Marco Crivellaro